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We report a new measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in elastic electron scattering from
the proton at backward scattering angles. This asymmetry is sensitive to the strange magnetic form
factor of the proton as well as electroweak axial radiative corrections. The new measurement of A 
24.92 6 0.61 6 0.73 ppm provides a significant constraint on these quantities. The implications for the
strange magnetic form factor are discussed in the context of theoretical estimates for the axial corrections.
PACS numbers: 13.60.Fz, 11.30.Er, 13.40.Gp, 14.20.DhThe anomalous magnetic moments of the neutron and
proton are important clues to their internal quark struc-
ture. Since the first measurement of the proton’s magnetic
moment in 1933, our empirical knowledge of the elec-
tromagnetic structure of the nucleon has been greatly im-
proved through detailed measurements of the electric and
magnetic form factors and their four-momentum transfer
(Q2) dependence. Nevertheless, we still lack a quantita-
tive theoretical understanding of these properties (includ-
ing the magnetic moments), and additional experimental
information is crucial in our effort to understand the inter-
nal structure of the nucleon.
Whereas the normal magnetic moment corresponds to
the magnetic coupling to the photon, the weak magnetic
moment represents the analogous coupling to the Z boson,
equally fundamental and just as important as the electro-
magnetic moment. The weak magnetic form factor pro-
vides unambiguous new information about the quark flavor
structure of the nucleon and enables a complete decompo-
sition of its magnetic structure into the contributions from
different quark flavors (up, down, and strange) [1]. To
lowest order, the neutral weak magnetic form factor of the
proton,GZM , is related to nucleon electromagnetic form fac-
tors and a contribution from strange quarks:
GZM  G
p
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s
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where GpM and GnM are the (electromagnetic) magnetic
form factors of the proton and neutron, uW is the weak mix-1106 0031-90070084(6)1106(4)$15.00ing angle, and GsM is the contribution from strange quarks.
(Electroweak radiative corrections to this expression have
been computed in Ref. [2].) Thus the measurement of
GZM provides unique access to the strange quark-antiquark
“sea” and its role in the basic electromagnetic structure of
the nucleon at low energies. GZM can be determined via
parity-violating elastic electron-proton scattering [3].
(Note: This definition of GZM differs by a factor of 4 from
that used in Ref. [4] in order to conform with more stan-
dard notation in the literature. The definition of GsM is the
same as in Ref. [4].)
In this Letter, we report a new measurement of the
parity-violating asymmetry with sufficient precision to
provide significant quantitative information on GsM . In
comparison to our previous results [4], this measurement
has involved both improved monitoring and control of
systematic errors as well as better statistical precision.
As previously discussed [3], the parity-violating
asymmetry for elastic scattering of right- vs left-handed
electrons from nucleons at backward scattering angles
is sensitive to GZM . The SAMPLE experiment measured
the parity-violating asymmetry in the elastic scattering of
200 MeV longitudinally polarized electrons from protons
at backward angles with an average Q2  0.1GeVc2.
For GsM  0, the expected asymmetry in the SAMPLE ex-
periment is about 27 3 1026 or 27 ppm, and the asym-
metry depends linearly on GsM . The neutral weak axial
form factor GZA contributes about 20% to the asymmetry© 2000 The American Physical Society
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GZA is modified by a substantial electroweak radiative cor-
rection. The corrections were estimated in [2], but there
is considerable uncertainty in the calculations. The un-
certainty in these radiative corrections substantially limits
our ability to determine GsM , as will be discussed below.
The SAMPLE experiment was performed at the MIT/
Bates Linear Accelerator Center using a 200 MeV polar-
ized electron beam incident on a liquid hydrogen target.
The scattered electrons were detected in a large solid angle
(1.5 sr) air ˇCerenkov detector. The detector consists of
ten large mirrors, each with ellipsoidal curvature to focus
the ˇCerenkov light onto one of ten shielded photomultiplier
tubes. A remotely controlled light shutter can cover each
photomultiplier tube for background measurements. Typi-
cally one-fourth of the data was taken with shutters closed
to monitor this background. As described in Ref. [4], the
ˇCerenkov detector signals were studied at low beam inten-
sity to determine the composition of the signal, including
the fraction of light due to elastic scattering (factors that
scaled the individual mirror asymmetries by typically 1.8,
depending upon the mirror, and that were determined to
a precision of 4%). The parity-violating asymmetry was
measured using higher beam currents, for which it was
necessary to integrate the detector signals over the beam
pulse. The incident electron beam (2.7 mA peak current)
was pulsed at 600 Hz; the signals from the detector, beam
toroid monitors, and various other beam monitors were in-
tegrated and digitized for every 25 msec long beam pulse.
The parity-violating asymmetry A was determined from
the asymmetries in ratios of integrated detector signal to
beam intensity for left- and right-handed beam pulses.
The polarized electron beam was generated via photo-
emission from unstrained GaAs by polarized laser light.
The laser beam helicity for each pulse was determined
by a l4 Pockels cell and was randomly chosen for each
of 10 consecutive beam pulses; the complement helicities
were then used for the next 10 pulses. The asymmetry in
the normalized detector yields was computed for “pulse
pairs” separated by 160 of a second to minimize system-
atic errors. The electron beam helicity relative to all elec-
tronic signals can be manually reversed by inserting a l2
plate in the laser beam. (We denote this configuration as
l2  “IN” as opposed to l2  “OUT”.) During the
1998 running period, the INOUT configuration was re-
versed every few days to minimize false asymmetries and
test for systematic errors. The electron polarization was
measured using a Møller system on the beam line and av-
eraged 36.3 6 1.4% during the experiment. The effect of
small transverse components of electron polarization on
the observed parity violation signal was studied and deter-
mined to be negligible.
Helicity correlations of various parameters of the elec-
tron beam were monitored continuously during the ex-
periment. These parameters include the beam intensity,
position, and angle at the target in both transverse dimen-sions (x and y), the beam energy, and the beam “halo.”
Two forward angle lucite ˇCerenkov counters were also
implemented at 12± to monitor luminosity and test for
helicity dependence. These monitors detected lowQ2 elas-
tic scattering at forward angles and other soft electromag-
netic radiation and should show negligible parity violating
asymmetry.
As in the past, we reduced the beam intensity asym-
metry through an active feedback system. In 1998, this
feedback was implemented with an additional Pockels cell
located between linear polarizers to separate this function
from the Pockels cell that controlled the helicity (HPC).
The HPC was also repositioned to be downstream of all
laser transport elements. These changes resulted in im-
proved stability of the laser beam position under helicity
reversal. In addition, we implemented a feedback system
to reduce the remaining helicity-correlated beam position
asymmetry [5]. This was accomplished using a tilted glass
plate in the laser beam path and a piezoelectric transducer.
By adjusting the tilt of this glass plate with helicity rever-
sal, the first-order beam position asymmetry is reduced,
resulting in improved quality of the data. For example, the
helicity correlated vertical beam shift at the target was re-
duced from 200 nm to typically ,20 nm.
Of the 110 coulombs (C) of beam delivered to the
experiment in 1998, the first 24 C were taken before the
position feedback system was fully implemented, and
significant position asymmetries were present. This is
evident in Fig. 1a, where the luminosity monitor asym-
metries are shown for this time frame (“piezo off”) in
comparison with the later runs (“piezo on”). A linear
regression technique is used to remove such effects from
the data [6]. The results of this analysis are shown in
Fig. 1b, where the corrected asymmetries are displayed.
This procedure (involving six beam parameters: x, y, ux ,
uy , energy, and intensity) is very effective at removing
the effects of beam helicity correlations, resulting in a
final corrected luminosity monitor asymmetry result of
0.17 6 0.11 ppm. In Fig. 2 are shown the analogous plots
for the asymmetry measured in the SAMPLE detector (all
ten mirrors combined and corrected for background dilu-
tion, radiative effects, and beam polarization). In contrast
to the luminosity monitors, the detector asymmetry is
quite robust with respect to beam helicity correlations, the
corrections affecting the final asymmetry by only 5%, or
0.2 ppm. This correction is about equal to the estimated
systematic error in the procedure as determined from the
luminosity monitor analysis.
The elastic scattering asymmetry was determined from
the 10 individual mirror asymmetries after correction for
all effects, including background dilution. The measured
shutter closed asymmetry for all 10 mirrors combined
(appropriately scaled to compare directly to the elastic
asymmetry), is 20.57 6 0.64 ppm, consistent with zero
as expected, assuming the shutter closed yield is domi-
nated by low-Q2 processes. However, the mirror-by-mirror1107
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parts per million (ppm). The open symbols are for l2  IN
and the filled symbols are for l2  OUT. The upper plot
shows the raw data and the lower plot shows the data corrected
for beam parameter asymmetries. The beam polarization is ac-
counted for and the error bars include statistical errors only.
Note the change in scale in the lower plot.
distribution of shutter closed asymmetries is statistically
improbable, indicating the presence of some nonstatistical
component to the shutter closed yield. We therefore as-
sume the combined shutter closed asymmetry to be zero
in our analysis, and assign a systematic error due to the
uncertainty in the shutter closed asymmetry of 0.64 ppm.
The resulting elastic asymmetry is
A  24.92 6 0.61 6 0.73 ppm , (2)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
the estimated systematic error as summarized in Table I.
This value is in good agreement with our previous reported
measurement [4].
At the mean kinematics of the experiment [Q2 
0.1GeVc2 and u  146.1±], the theoretical asym-
metry is
A  25.61 1 3.49GsM 1 1.55G
Z
A , (3)
where
GZA  21 1 R
1
AGA 1 R
0
A 1 G
s
A . (4)
We estimate the error in the constant term of A, dominated
by uncertainties in the electromagnetic form factors, to be
3%. GA is the charged current nucleon form factor: we
use GA  GA01 1
Q2
M2A
2, with GA0  2gAgV  1108FIG. 2. Measured asymmetries for the combined ˇCerenkov
detectors. The open symbols are for l2  IN and the filled
symbols are for l2  OUT. The upper plot shows the raw
data and the lower plot shows the data corrected for beam pa-
rameter asymmetries. The error bars are statistical only. Includ-
ing (mirror-by-mirror) the systematic error changes the relative
weights of each mirror, resulting in the slightly smaller value of
A in Eq. (2).
1.2670 6 0.0035 [7] and MA  1.069 6 0.016 GeVc
[8]. The strange axial form factor GsA is taken to be
the value of Ds  20.1 extracted from polarized deep-
inelastic lepton scattering. Because extraction of Ds de-
pends on assumptions about SU(3) flavor symmetry, and
because of the unknown Q2 dependence of GsA, we as-
sign a 100% error on this value [9]. The isoscalar and
isovector axial radiative corrections R0,1A were estimated by
Ref. [2] to be R1A  20.34 6 0.28 and R0A  20.12 6
0.12. [The notation used here is R0A 
p
3G8AR
T0
A , where
G8A is the SU(3) isoscalar octet form factor estimated from
hyperon beta decay and
p
3RT0A  20.62 as discussed
in Ref. [2(b)].]
TABLE I. Summary of relative uncertainties on the measured
asymmetry.
Source dAA %
Shutter closed asymmetries 13
Helicity-correlated corrections procedure 5
Unpolarized background dilution factor 4
Beam polarization determination 4
Total systematic (added in quadrature) 15
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corresponding to the present measurement of the parity-violating
asymmetry. The inner hatched region includes the statistical
error, the outer represents the systematic uncertainty added in
quadrature, and the vertical band corresponds to the calculated
value of GZA [as defined in Eq. (4)] using theoretical estimates
of Ref. [2] for R0A and R1A with their estimated errors.
The strange magnetic form factor derived from the
asymmetry in Eq. (2) is
GsMQ
2  0.1 GeVc2  20.45GZA 1 0.20
6 0.17 6 0.21 . (5)
This result is graphically displayed in Fig. 3, along with
GZA (vertical band) computed from taking the above values
for Ds, R0A, and R1A, with their errors added quadratically.
Combining this band for GZA with our measurement
implies a substantially positive value of GsMQ2 
0.1 GeVc2  10.61 6 0.17 6 0.21 6 0.19, where
the last error is due to the inferred uncertainty in GZA . As
noted in recent papers [10,11], most model calculations
tend to produce negative values of ms  GsMQ2  0,
typically about 20.3. A recent calculation using lattice
QCD techniques (in the quenched approximation) reports
a result ms  20.36 6 0.20 [11]. As shown in Fig. 3,
our new measurement implies that the computed negative
value of GZA is inconsistent with GsM , 0. Another recent
study using a constrained Skyrme-model Hamiltonian that
fits the baryon magnetic moments yields a positive valueof ms  10.37 [12], which is in better agreement with
our measurement and with the calculated value of GZA .
Since the dominant uncertainty in GZA comes from R1A,
eliminating the uncertainty in R1A is essential for deriving
a firm conclusion about GsM . Toward this end, we are
presently running the SAMPLE experiment with a deu-
terium target to measure the quasielastic asymmetry from
deuterium [13]. This asymmetry is quite insensitive to
strange quark effects and will therefore independently de-
termine the isovector axial radiative correction. When the
deuterium data are available, we will be able to provide de-
finitive experimental information on the proton’s strange
magnetic form factor.
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